
EVERY GREAT EXPERIENCE HAS A STORY TO TELL HERE’S OURS



LOYALTY THROUGH 
THE LENS OF FOOD
This is the short 
story, the how and 
why we are the 
perfect partner 
for Bon Appetit. 
The quick read on 
our experience 
with engagement 
and unparalleled 
loyalty expertise.  
We look forward to 
collaborating with 
you to unlocking 
access to the best 
in food, dining and 
culture for your 
members. This is 
our story. This is 
how we can help 
Bon Appétit. 
Enjoy. 

Note:
Our creative team enjoyed creating the Maritz RFP story. 
However, we have also enclosed a more traditional and detailed 
version of our RFP response for your consideration. 
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Kristine
starters
FRIENDS, FAMILY, FOOD & PASSION
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Kristine
#ILOVEFOODMORETHANYOUFRIENDS

The weekend doesn’t officially start until we’re at Food Truck Friday. 
Whether it’s the Pita Wagon or Schnitzel and Things my friends and 
I love the unique varieties. It’s just a fun way to hang out and share 
new experiences. And it all revolves around one thing…food (and 
friends). Ok. I guess that’s two things, but really it’s just the food. 
Please don’t tell my friends. 
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Dominic
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Dominic
#THEPOWEROFFOOD

It was Spaghetti Bolognese, the first recipe my mother 
wrote out for me. I guess you could say it’s pretty 
standard fare but every time I prepare it, the wonderful 
smells take me back to the little Italian neighborhood 
where I grew up. It’s as if I’m standing next to my mom 
again helping her mix in the ingredients.

FAMILY
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Pamela
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#MYPASSIONMYFOOD

Growing up, I worked with my father in the fields of San Miguel. 
The days were long, hot and tiring. But my father taught me 
something new everyday, whether it was how to grow perfect 
peppers or when to pick the best tomatillos. Maybe that’s 
where I acquired my passion for food, or why I have an award 
winning Mexican restaurant in Hell’s Kitchen.  Pamela

FOOD
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#COMETOGETHER

Food brings people together. Whether dining out or entertaining at home, food is a communal 
experience. For others, it transcends culture, travel, style, design and entertainment. It’s a lifestyle. 
And it’s the stories of those experiences that connect us. Stories that Condé Nast brings to life. 
 
At Maritz, we know consumers. We help nurture loyalty and devotion for some of the world’s 
largest brands. We also know your readers, because they are part of the millions of consumers 
who already engage with the many successful loyalty programs we put our touch on every day.  
 
Together, we can build a program that engages your readers in an entirely new way, making the 
experience of your brands as communal as the experience of food.  

Let’s build loyalty through the lens of food.  

PASSION
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first course
SCOPE OF WORK

Our process 
begins with you,  
a conversation around your brand. 
While we understand Bon Appétit is 
the only food lifestyle publication on 
the market, we want to take a closer 
look at life through the lens of food. 
We want to fully understand your 
goal to drive consumer revenue, 
profitable growth and Millennial 
engagement. Once we understand 
the scope of work, our 4-Phase 
Design Process will provide you 
with specific valuable insights and 
outcomes. Each phase integrates 
seamlessly and builds upon the 
preceding phase. 

It includes: Discovery & 
Alignment, Comprehensive 
Program Design, Financial 
Assessment and Analytics & 
Segmentation.  (Please reference 
the enclosed document for the 
specifics of each phase, the timeline, 
roadmap and other requirements 
and recommendations). 
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WE KNOW LIFESTYLE BRANDS
We understand both style/fashion-savvy clients and 
program participants, and we are experts at creating 
unique experiences that inspire and motivate them. 
Examples of work we’ve done include: 

1) special reward collections for top tier members
2) unique events and one-of-a-kind experiences 
3) catalog merchandising
4) personal shopper services 

Our Whiskey Gentleman, leather & luxury travel accessories

second course QUALIFICATIONS
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WE KNOW LUXURY
Examples of luxury brands we work with include Breitling, Burberry, 
David Yurman, Ferragamo, Jimmy Choo, Michele, MOVADO, TAG 
Heuer, Tiffany, Tissot, and Tom Ford.

Tech is Fashion: A New York Fashion week inspired feature 
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WE KNOW FASHION
We created a high-end reward collection for one of our client’s top-tier member segments. 

A high-end reward collection
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WE KNOW ACCESS
We’ve designed special events like a Breakfast at Tiffany’s experience where members 
are flown to New York, whisked by limo to an exclusive hotel, treated to breakfast at 
Tiffany’s, and then given a private shopping experience before or after hours.

The Breakfast at Tiffany’s Experience 
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WE KNOW EXPERIENCES
We offer some of our clients a personal shopping experience. Elite members can have special access to a personal shopper who 
finds them exactly what they want. One participant decided to treat her family to a weekend in New York City to celebrate her 
niece’s 16th birthday. The trip included a visit with the Rockettes and a 2-hour dance class taught by a Rockette. She also learned 
choreography to the Christmas Spectacular and performed a mock audition.

The Radio City Rockette Experience
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WE KNOW EXCLUSIVITY
We supplied a limited selection of high end fashion items for the Citi Bank card members (a high end segment of card 
members). We sourced the rewards and provided creative and copy direction for the online boutique.

The Citi Bank card members
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maritz
secret sauce
Maritz is the secret sauce that ties the whole experience together. We understand the fabric of America 
and what it takes to execute a loyalty program to drive revenue and engage your audience. Examples of 
how we did this for other companies include Southwest Airlines, Marriott, Nissan and UPS.
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RAPID REWARDS
Maritz delivers results for our clients by designing 
loyalty programs that create engagement. In 
September 2014, Southwest Airlines introduced 
a new look for the company that showcased the 
unique spirit and heart of their brand, reinforcing 
their focus on customer care. As their loyalty 
provider, we were one of the partners selected to 
assist them in their re-branding efforts. 

The results: members are more engaged on the 
site than ever before!

    • +36% increase in unique visitors to the website
    • +16% increase in length of visit on the website
    • 6% increase in conversions
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FLASHPERKS
When our client wanted to create a program to 
engage and retain Millennials, they asked Maritz 
to create “buzz” in the marketplace by connecting 
with their best customers of tomorrow. Since we 
know Millennials desire instant gratification over 
accumulation, we designed a flash sale that offered 
them exactly what they wanted. We designed the 
site to include limited time offers, great deals and 
packaged hotel stays. 

The results: the campaign created a positive PR 
buzz in the marketplace and was cited in Forbes, 
traveler blogs, etc.

    • 1.4 million page views
    • 444,000 unique visits
    • 110,000 new visitors each week
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DATA-DRIVEN DESIGN
Nissan wanted to drive loyalty and retention 
by better targeting their vehicle owners with 
more personally engaging communications. We 
developed customer segmentation that informed 
the strategy that included emails, newsletters and 
relevant promotions and offers at their respective 
dealerships. 

The results: our client experienced an 
increased response rate of over 50% on targeted 
communications and promotions that drove 
customers back to the dealership. 
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B2B LOYALTY
When UPS wanted to pilot a B2B loyalty program, 
they chose to partner with Maritz. We used our 
80+ years of experience of helping our B2B clients 
capture mindshare and revenue to design a 
financially viable and scalable program. 

The results: Pilot results showed incremental sales 
of enrolled members increased at a greater rate than 
non-enrolled customers. Repeat website visits has 
increased. And bounce rates have decreased. The 
pilot program was a strong indicator that will lead to 
the roll of our turn-key solution next quarter.
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dessert
FRESH IDEAS MADE TO ORDER
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ideas
are just

dreams without
execution

CURATED CONTENT   •   EXCLUSIVELY SOCIAL   •   MEMORABLE EXPERIENCES   •   REWARDING ACCESS

We’re excited to take a closer look at life through the lens of food. During the 
discovery and program design phases, we will gain critical insights for crafting 

the perfect Bon Appétit Membership Program. Here’s a few samples of the 
many ways we can engage your passionate members.
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curated content
Yes, content is king. It’s also time-consuming to 
create. When you have a community of 1.5 million 
subscribers, certainly many of them are brand 
advocates ready to pitch in for small incentives that 
add up to meaningful rewards. 

earn
Members rack up points for simple contributions. 
Here are a few ideas to start with:
   » Instagram tagging
   » Commenting on articles
   » Guest posting and contributions
   » Recipe submissions
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exclusiveLY SOCIAL

exclusivity
Verify membership for access to premium social 
media content. Think of things like...
   » Recognized Chef dish recipes
   » Exclusive “behind-the-scenes” footage
   » Early event ticket purchasing
   » Partner discounts
   » Exclusive reward options

In addition to publishing content for the masses, provide 
exclusive member content into private twitter handles 
and instagram accounts to offer your verified members 
special access, promotions and premium content before 
anyone else.
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memorable experiences

Earning members is as important as retaining members, 
so offering unique and memorable experiences will 
create a lasting impression that content alone can’t even 
touch. From interactive games to live events exclusive to 
Bon Appétit members, keep people involved with deeper 
experiences to keep them engaged with your brand.

make memories
Leave lasting impressions with experiences that make 
members feel as important as they are.
   » Wine tastings with renowned sommeliers
   » Local market foodie meetups
   » Private tasting for members at Bon Appétit events
   » “Ask the Chef” video chats
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rewarding access

get access
Consider different levels of rewards for different 
levels of membership.
   » Gamification: badges for small achievements
   » Gift Bon Appétit membership to a friend
   » Bon Appétit monthly foodie box subscriptions
   » Private menu items at partner restaurants

Offering Bon Appétit members a variety of rewards 
gives new members and tenured members access 
to rewards at any level of involvement. Some 
rewards can be reserved for top-tier members 
giving members goals to attain. 
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check please
BUDGET
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PART I
Maritz’ 4-Phase Approach/Membership 
Program Design Investment:   
The following overviews the estimated budget and 
assumptions for Part I of the program based on the 
four key phases detailed in the Scope of Work.

PART II
Launch and Implementation
Following are high-level estimates for Part II. Actual 
inclusions and scope will be determined based on the 
output of Part I (once program design and services are 
finalized), and revised pricing will be provided at that time. 
For complete budget details, see our attached full response.

1

3

2

4

DISCOVERY & ALIGNMENT

COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM DESIGN

ANALYTICS & SEGMENTATION

FINANCIAL ASSESSMENT & REVIEW

» Kick-off Working Session
» Persuasive Design Lab

» Economy Builder Model
» LifeCycle Communication Plan

» Program Design Optimizer
» Program Segments / Descriptions / Profiles

» ROI Calculator
» Customized Financial Model

technology development, 
build & management
Initial setup and configuration

Ongoing technology platform maintenance and 
operational support

Ongoing variable membership fee
» 1 - 499,999 members:
» 500,000 - 999,999 members:
» >1,000,000 members:

Recommended custom solution development fund
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doggy bag
ATTACHMENTS

Thanks for reading our story of loyalty through the lens of food. 
For a formal and detailed Maritz response, please see the enclosed document.
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THROUGH THE LENS OF FOODLOYALTY


